
Real-Time SystemsC. M. Krishna and K. G. ShinMGraw-Hill, 1997ISBN 0-07-057043-4Typographial ErrorsPage 18. The third paragraph should read:The failure probability of the system over a given period of operation t is then given by...Page 51. The seond line should read:RM1. If mint2�i Wi(t) � t, task Ti is RM-shedulable.Page 70 Line 2 of Property 2 should read, \Ti and t(x) be the time taken for setion xto be exeuted. Then, Ti will be[T has been replaed by Ti.℄Page 71 The expression in Theorem 3.7 should reade1P1 + e2P2 + � � �+ enPn + biPi � i(21=i � 1)(That is, replae Ti by Pi, and replae � by �).Page 74 In the third line it should be, \T3 runs until 17."Page 80 The expression just above (3.55) should read= t nXi=1 eiPi + nXi=1 Pi � diPi ei:Page 82 The third line from the bottom should read,1



� Ti exludes Tj is true if Tj is not allowed to preempt Ti.Page 86 In Example 3.26, the assignments should be Z(3) = f3; 4g and Z(4) = f4g.Page 90 In Step 4 of Figure 3.27 (the sheduling algorithm), replae the replae the sentene,\Otherwise this node an never be developed... go to step 3," with the following:If lateness(hild node )n = lower bound(hild node n), then lose this hildnode and return to step 3: this solution is loally optimal. Ifml < lower bound(hild node n),lose this node beause it will never lead to a solution that is better than theurrent ml. Return to step 3.Page 91 In Example 3.28 (see the diagram on page 91), T1 should �nish at 90; T4 startsat 90 and �nishes at 110. The lateness of the shedule is 10.Page 92 In Example 3.28, at the top of page 92, the initial shedule should be as fol-lows. T1 runs from 0 to 40, T3 from 40 to 60, T1 from 60 to 70, T2 from 70 to 80, T4 from80 to 100, and T2 from 100 to 110. T4 does not miss its deadline, and gets lateness = 0.Page 95 In Figure 3.29(), A(5) should be after P(5), not before it.Also, the seond sentene should read \After sheduling the three alternative versions, weonly have 14 time units left."Page 114 In Example 3.38, in the bottom table, the vetor assoiated with Step 6 shouldbe (0.00, 0.88, 0.19).Page 131 Just above Example 3.46 in the middle of the page, the sentene should read,\Example 3.46 illustrates this."Page 134 There is an error in the table of task parameters in Example 3.47. The pur-pose of this example was to point out that there are ases in whih we annot support theghost positions in Figure 3.50, while we an support those in Figure 3.51 (with overlap). Asan exerise, try hanging the task parameters so that this is the ase.Page 136 Problem 3.12 is with respet to the Priority Ceiling algorithm.Page 143 Variables starting with i and j are also default integers in Fortran.



Page 201 In Table 5.3, the heading to the right of \Loks already set by higher-prioritytransation" should read \Loks requested by lower-priority transation."Page 212 In the fourth line of the �rst paragraph of page 212, delete C�.Page 257 Note that in Equation 6.5, i is in units of bits; in Equation 6.7 (page 258)it is in units of seonds. The two are equivalent ways of representing i sine the bandwidthof the ring determines how many bits an be transmitted in a seond.Page 258 The last line of Theorem 6.3 should read, "every node ni will be able to transmiti seonds of synhronous traÆ every Pi seonds."Page 267 In the �rst line of text, it is lass-2 arrivals whih are labeled 1,2,3,4,5,6; andlass-1 whih are labeled a; b; ; d.Page 272 At the end of the seond paragraph, it should beÆi = tmax;i + �i=ninstead of Æi = (tmax;i + �i)=n.Page 273 Equation 6.24 should readÆi � iXj=1 tmax;j + maxi<k�kCmk tmax;k; i = 1; � � � ; kAkPage 306 In Figure 7.15, in C3, it should be C 36, F 39.Page 342 In Equation 8.30, the seond term on the RHS should be 2��2;0(t), not 2��2;0(t).Page 344 In Table 8.2, the top term in the (1,1) olumn should be �1;1(� j3; 0).Page 362. Equation (9.1) should read:� = maxt;� �����Ci(t+�)� Ci(t)� � 1����� :Page 362. Equation (9.3) should be:t2 � t11 + � � C(t2)� C(t1) � t2 � t11� � :



Page 410. Equation (A.8) should befX(x) = a exp(�ax):


